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Introduction
  

Ayoung man had a week of vacation and many cluttered areas in his home. He was 
enthusiastic to begin decluttering, but he didn’t know where to start and was afraid 

of getting distracted and losing momentum. Each morning, his journal became a place to 
figure out how to schedule his day, balancing productivity, rest, and play. In it he clarified 
what cluttered area to focus on, and how to make clearing the clutter a meaningful ritual. 
At the end of the week he was amazed both at how much he’d accomplished and at how 
good he felt about the whole process.
 A middle-aged woman was lured by every garage 
sale, constantly finding wonderful objects that no one would 
appreciate the way she did. When she spotted that perfect 
picnic basket, or plate, or hat box, she couldn’t wait to bring 
it home. But once each object came through the door and 
joined the rest of her many treasures, it seemed to lose its 
golden glow. Writing about her ideal home and picturing 
how each space would be used helped her to clarify her 
sense of what she needed and what she didn’t. This made 
it easier to say “no” to actually purchasing many of the things she so appreciated. When 
it came to clearing out clutter that she’d accumulated, her journal gave her a way to say 
goodbye and to make peace with the fact that she couldn’t incorporate so many wonderful 
things into her life in the way she’d imagined.
 A young woman described herself as “a free spirit who is not so free.” 

I’m a creative, quirky person but I grew up in a home that was rigid, boring, and sterile. No 
paperclip out of place. I couldn’t express myself at all. The problem is I’ve gone the other way. 
I don’t really have any systems. Everything is everywhere. My time gets wasted with trying 
to find things. I’d love to be having festive gatherings in my home but I’m embarrassed to 
have people over. Even I don’t like being there. I wanted my life to feel colorful, spontaneous 
and free, but I feel really heavy and burdened. I just want to run away.

Clutter
is anything that 
drains energy or 
gets in the way.
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 Her journal gave her a place to discover ways that she might be able to introduce 
more organization into her life and still be her creative self, exploring phrases like creative 
order and spacious focus. Writing a fairy tale based on her story helped her to engage her 
imagination as an ally and to see in a new light both where she had been and where she 
wanted to go. 

My Background and Approach to Clutter Clearing

I have been assisting people with clearing clutter from their living spaces and schedules 
for over twenty years. I’ve done this as a teacher, as an on-site consultant, and as a 
therapist working with individuals and couples in my office. I define clutter as anything 
that drains energy, gets in the way, distracts from priorities, and/or has no place or use 
in a person’s home or life. Journal writing has been a central tool I’ve incorporated into 
this work, as a way of getting at the underlying issues of clutter, to decrease shame and 
overwhelm, and to increase inspiration and clarity. 
 I have some personal experience with clutter. I’ve always had some messy 
tendencies. I have a history of being attached to my things, probably as a result of a 

childhood that included many moves. When I had 
to change schools, say good-bye to friends and to 
a familiar house and neighborhood, my belongings 
provided a sense that I was still me. But my interest 
in clutter didn’t really sprout until I was in graduate 
school studying psychology while making my living 
with a small housecleaning business. 
 Right at the point I was learning to look at the 
world through psychological eyes I was behind 
the scenes in all kinds of living spaces and work 
spaces. Some were more public, some more hidden, 
but many of the environments revealed that people 

were overwhelmed. Piled in corners and covering surfaces were books, magazines, pro-
fessional journals and papers they didn’t have time to read, art supplies they didn’t 
have time to use, and even organizational supplies they hadn’t incorporated into life in 
a useful way. I also saw evidence that people were having a hard time weeding out and 
letting go of artifacts from past chapters of their lives. Many people seemed to move the 
same unopened boxes with them wherever they went. My housecleaning time became a 
meditation on clutter.
 Eventually, after I became a licensed mental health counselor, I began offering 
small, interactive classes on how to confront clutter. I wanted to address more than just 

Many people
 seemed to move 

the same unopened 
boxes with them 

wherever they went.
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the physical clutter and the excess in peoples’ schedules. I was most interested in the 
mental and emotional clutter that seemed to be underneath. Right from the start, I incor-
porated journal writing. I’d been keeping journals for many years, read many books on 
the subject, and strongly believed in the power of journaling. 
 Of course I learned much more about what was useful and what was not from 
the students in my classes who were trying to shift their habits with their objects, spaces 
and schedules. My students would sometimes try a practical organizing tip or technique 
that we had discussed in class and come back reporting that it had allowed them to bring 
order to some piece of chaos in their lives. Setting a timer, breaking big jobs down into 
smaller chunks, and building closure into every clutter-clearing session were simple 
practices that for some made a tremendous difference in their ability to make progress.
 However, I noticed that it was more often the case that people reported successful 
clutter-clearing not as the result of a particular tip or strategy but because their perception 
of the clutter issue had changed. One of the standard methods by which this perceptual 
shift occurred was a simple five-minute write. 
We often began a class by starting with one of the 
following phrases:
•	 Underneath	my	clutter…
•	 This	is	what	I	love	about	my	clutter…
•	 This	is	what	I	hate	about	my	clutter…
•	 My	relationship	with	time	is…
 When the five minutes was up I’d invite 
them to share. This was always optional, but over 
time nearly everyone became eager to participate. Many common themes were revealed. 
These included confusion of priorities, motivational challenges, problems with setting 
boundaries, conflicts between being creative and being organized, and difficulty traveling 
through life transitions.
 Over the course of a ten-week class, the participants often reported being progres-
sively less in conflict with themselves, being gentler with themselves, feeling clearer about 
what were treasures and what was clutter. Sometimes they found themselves effortlessly 
clearing spaces that had seemed impossible before. They reported less shame and more 
inspiration. I could only guess that those shifts grew out of the writing processes and the 
conversations that followed in the class. 
 In January of 2008 I took my first workshop with Kathleen Adams and learned 
about her Journal Ladder (Adams, 1998, xi-xiii). It is a model that has allowed me to plan 
more thoughtfully which journal techniques to use and when to use them. The Journal 
Ladder’s basic premise is that writing processes that are more structured, concrete and in-
formational tend to be less threatening and more accessible than those that are more fluid 

Participants reported 
being progressively
less in conflict

with themselves.
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and intuitive. Shortly thereafter I trained and became certified to teach the Journal to the 
Self® course based on the book by that title (Adams, 1990). This gave me a repertoire of 18 
techniques to choose from to apply to the various underlying issues of clutter. Within the 
year I decided to become a Certified Journal Therapist through the Therapeutic Writing 
Institute (TWI). The use of the Journal Ladder and other methods learned at TWI have 
allowed me to present tools with more awareness of the client or group participants’ 
safety, choosing more carefully the timing and the context for each writing.

Journal Techniques to Target Specific Underlying Issues of Clutter

I regularly teach Saturday morning workshops at Whatcom Community College including 
Letting Go of Clutter: The Power of Journal Writing. Here are some examples of the journal 
techniques and prompts that I use.

Sentence Stems

Early on in the workshop, after I’ve given students 
basic information about the different kinds of clutter, 
I give them prompting phrases which allow them to 
apply the information to their own situation and to 
become more specific about the problem they need to 
address. Here are some sample Sentence Stems:
•	 The	physical	clutter	in	my	life	includes…
•	 The	mental	clutter	I’m	aware	of	in	myself	includes…
•	 The	emotional	clutter	I’m	aware	of	in	myself	includes…
•	 These	days	my	time	gets	cluttered	with…
When we check in after this exercise I often hear some version of the following comments:
•	 	“No	wonder	I	can’t	seem	to	clear	out	my	office.	It’s	full	of	papers	from	my	teaching	job	and	I	

am not actually sure I was ready to retire. I had no idea it was so emotional for me.” 
•	 “I	can’t	believe	I	haven’t	noticed	before	that	I’ve	carved	out	absolutely	no	time	for	clearing	clutter.	

I keep expecting it to get done when I’m through with everything else. That just isn’t workable! 
And it’s really my schedule that’s my most cluttered area. I have to learn how to say no.” 

Springboard Questions (Adams 1990)

After identifying the type of clutter that is their biggest issue, I often have students pose 
the question, “How	can	I	cut	down	on	this	kind	of	clutter	in	my	life?” I set a timer for five 
minutes and encourage them to write quickly and not to try too hard to be smart or 

How can I
 cut down
on this kind of

	clutter	in	my	life?
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interesting. I mention that they are just letting ideas flow and that some of those ideas 
might end up being helpful. Then they do a reflection write (Adams, 2013), re-reading 
and noting any awareness, insights, surprises or “aha” moments. I always invite sharing 
and inevitably in every class several students express amazement that so much clarity 
can come out of five minutes of writing. 

“I	just	realized	that	if	I	had	better	light	and	a	recycle	bin	right	by	my	desk	I’d	be	much	more	
likely to go quickly through the mail and weed out the junk.”

“It	just	dawned	on	me	that	I	need	to	tell	my	best	
friend that it doesn’t work for me to spend our 
time together going to garage sales anymore. I’m 
going to figure out some great walks to suggest. 
And maybe I could challenge her to a competition 
to find the best places to donate unusual items!”

 Springboard questions are also useful 
for addressing clutter-clearing decisions. 
Having to make so many choices about what 

to keep and what to let go can easily cause people to get overwhelmed and abandon the 
whole process. They can begin to feel confused about everything. I teach my students 
that when they reach that point to try taking a break and giving their brains a rest. This 
might mean stretching, listening to music, drinking some water, or getting something to 
eat. Then I recommend they turn to their journals and pose a question. Examples might 
include: 
•	 Where	should	I	donate	this?	
•	 What	should	I	do	with	these	old	love	letters?	
•	 What	is	my	next	step?	
•	 What	am	I	feeling	right	now?	

Clustering

This non-linear technique first made popular in Writing the Natural Way (Rico, 2002) and 
described by Adams in Journal to the Self (Adams, 1998) begins with a key word or phrase 
in the middle of the page, with thoughts or associations radiating out. The technique has 
several helpful applications in the world of clearing clutter. Here are two samples.
 Figure 1 is a Project Cluster. Someone overwhelmed with a project can use clustering 
to map out any clear thoughts they have and start to make sense of both the big picture 
and some of the details.  

Springboard 
questions

are useful for addressing 
clutter-clearing decisions.
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 Mary’s garage was a 
chaotic mess. She didn’t know 
where to start. The Cluster 
technique allowed her to put 
down thoughts as they came 
without having to have a clear 
sense of priority or sequence of 
tasks. She realized that she did 
know that she wanted some 
utility shelves and that she’d 
seen those kinds of shelves at 
her home improvement store. 
She wanted to see some labeled 
storage bins on top of those 
shelves. She also knew she 
wanted to get rid of an old computer and printer and that she preferred to recycle them 
but didn’t know how. Then she remembered she could call the Recycle Hotline in our 
town to find out. After mapping out the pieces of the project that were clear, she could see 
that she knew more than she thought. From the Cluster she was able to generate a list of 
do-able steps in a reasonable progression.
 Figure 2 shows a very 
different use of the Clustering 
technique. Often people report 
that they have big collections 
of a particular item but don’t 
really understand why they 
feel so attracted or attached. 
Danielle had a tendency to 
accumulate all kinds of boxes, 
so she did a cluster exploring 
what they meant to her 
and then followed it with a 
reflection write.

 I notice that I like boxes 
because I feel like they can 
contain the chaos in my life, but they are actually adding to the chaos. I like having them 
around for moving. It gives me a feeling of being prepared but it also makes me feel like I 
can never make myself at home. Also, they remind me of the fun I had finding treasures in 

Figure 2: Danielle’s Boxes

Figure 1: Mary’s Garage
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my grandmother’s boxes in her attic. They were so mysterious and secret. But my boxes 
don’t	really	feel	that	way.	I	realize	I’m	saving	boxes	to	make	me	feel	certain	way,	but	really	
they’re just making me feel depressed and overwhelmed. Actually it would feel good to get 
rid of a bunch of them.

Letter-Writing

In just about every clutter class I’ve taught, whether a small circle of five or a presenta-
tion to hundreds, I’ve had people write a letter to their clutter. The letters to clutter take 
different tones: Dear	Clutter:	I	hate	to	break	this	to	you	but… or Dear Clutter: That’s it. I’ve 
had enough. I am so sick of you draining my energy and stealing my time. Then the process 
is reversed, and Clutter writes a letter back to them. Participants are usually surprised 
by what comes. Often the clutter sounds very cooperative and expresses its readiness 
to move on. Sometimes it is quite gentle and compassionate. But sometimes it takes on 
a victimized, guilt-inducing tone. Dear Dave, I can’t believe you’re planning to get rid of 
me, after all we’ve been through together. It can 
even be threatening. Just wait. I’ll find a way 
to come back into your life. No matter what 
the response, it provides information about 
what the individual is up against and what 
kind of stance he or she might need to take 
in order to succeed.
 Letters to and from deceased relatives can be helpful when sorting through things 
that one has inherited. I often encourage people to write to the most enlightened version 
of their loved one they can imagine. The loved one then writes back and often provides 
permission to let go of the responsibility of being the caretaker for whole collections of 
items. Boundary-setting letters can also be helpful, particularly for those whose cluttering 
tendencies are related to someone else’s agenda. 

Dear Mom,
I will no longer be saving cooking equipment, fancy china, and clipped recipes for the 
domestic life you expected me to live. That is just not me.

Clearing the Clutter: A Sacred Act
 
In recent years I have been invited to teach about clutter-clearing in the context of several 
faith communities. That has prompted me to create a body of material called Clearing the 
Clutter: A Sacred Act. I first shared it at some Quaker gatherings and in a Unitarian Uni-

Dear clutter:
That’s it. I’ve had enough.
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versalist worship service and retreat. I developed it further when creating an eight-week 
class through TWI which I had an opportunity to share with a small group of woman in 
a living room. I also shared a different version of the material at a 250-person Unitarian 
Universalist retreat as a series of six morning talks followed by small group exercises.
 My premise in all of those contexts was that the process of sorting physical clutter, 
deciding what to keep and what to let go, offers an opportunity to ask oneself profound 
questions related to identity, mortality and faith. For example: 
•	 If	I	let	go	of	this	object	will	I	be	okay?	Will	I	still	be	me?
•	 If	I	open	up	space	in	my	life,	what	then?	Will	I	experience	space	for	something	new,	or	will	I	

just	be	confronted	with	meaningless	emptiness?
 I make clear that I use the word “sacred” to mean a meaningful act—one to be 
treated with reverence. It does not necessarily imply religious associations. I introduce 
ways of ritualizing the release of objects and the relationships, roles, and experiences they 

represent. I share ways to shift into a mindful 
space for clearing clutter using intentional 
actions such as lighting a candle, saying a 
prayer, meditating, doing a prayerful dance, 
putting on evocative music, or sounding a 
chime. I talk about creating spaces and inten-
tionally dedicating them to inviting in a specific 
energy, activity, or type of experience.

 I have found that framing clutter-clearing and space-creating as a transformation 
ritual, an opportunity to re-align oneself with one’s higher ideals, is exactly what some 
people need in order to begin shifting their relationship to their belongings, living spaces 
and their time. It has seemed especially helpful to invite people to project onto their 
journals the most supportive, healing, wise being they can imagine to be a companion for 
the clearing clutter process. 

Clearing Clutter for a Creative Life
 
Many of my clients and workshop participants over the years have described themselves 
as “creative.” Often they have faced the dual challenge of pursuing their passions and also 
clearing up the clutter in their living spaces and lives. This theme of creativity and clutter 
has been a topic of many workshops and 1:1 sessions. I’m also personally familiar with the 
various types of mental, emotional, physical and schedule clutter that can block creativity. I 
have experienced for myself the chaos that can accumulate around creative processes. 
 What does it mean to clear clutter for creativity? Musician Charles Mingus said, 
“Making the simple complicated is commonplace; making the complicated simple, 

If I let go of this object,

will I be okay?
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awesomely simple, that’s creativity.” Scott Adams, the creator of the Dilbert comic strip, 
said, “Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to 
keep.” Following through on a creative idea often involves discernment and a willingness 
to let go. The artist, or writer, or photographer has to choose which ideas to follow, which 
medium to use, which projects get priority. The sculptor needs to be able to find her 
supplies. The dancer needs room to move. Artists of all 
kinds need to carve out time and space for the creative 
process. Early drafts, ideas that don’t work, or projects 
that no longer have juice, need to be released. Finished 
products may need to be sold, disposed of, given away, 
or transformed into something else. 
 I have found that therapeutic journal writing 
is especially useful for addressing the challenges of 
clearing clutter for creativity. Creative people often 
find it compelling because it provides so many avenues 
for engaging the imagination as a resource. Instead of 
their artistic, imaginative energy distracting and getting in the way of the “dreary task,” 
of clearing clutter, they can make use of it. Journal writing provides a way for them to 
discover their own unique approach to addressing whatever clutter is blocking their way.

Some Ways to Address Common Creativity and Clutter Themes in the Journal

Each person has their own unique story about struggles with creativity and clutter, but 
there are many common themes. Here are some examples of the kinds of issues I hear 
most often, and some suggested writing exercises. 

The Painter with No Space to Paint

I’m a painter. I even created a beautiful painting studio for myself. But somehow it’s gotten 
filled up with everyone else’s stuff. There’s no room to paint. 

 A timed writing of five to ten minutes would likely reveal some helpful information 
without being too overwhelming. Here are some Springboard questions the painter could 
start with:
•	 Why	is	my	painting	studio	full	of	other	people’s	stuff?
•	 What	if	I	really	let	myself	have	the	space	to	paint?
 If the painter felt some ease with writing and seemed to be ready to go more deeply 
into her exploration of the issue I might suggest a Dialogue with her painting studio. This 
would require some sustained, focused time without interruptions. It could begin like this:

Following through 
on a creative idea 

often involves 
a willingness 

to let go.
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Painter: I’m really frustrated with how cluttered you’ve become. Would you be willing to 
talk	to	me?
Studio: Absolutely. I’ve been waiting for you. This talk is overdue.
Painter: I just don’t get it. I was so excited when I first set you up. It was such a self-loving 
thing to do. And I don’t even know how it happened that stuff started to invade. How can 
I	start	reclaiming	my	space?

The Supply Collector
   

I love buying supplies. Art supplies. Craft supplies. Musical instruments. I am so well 
equipped.	But	I	never	seem	to	use	any	of	it.	What’s	going	on?

 “What’s going on?” is an excellent 
question. As Kathleen Adams suggests 
(Adams, 2002, 21) it is a useful question to 
ask just about any time. I invite the supply 
collector to use it as a Springboard question 
for a ten minute writing just to see what 
answers might come. Here’s a sample:
   

What’s	going	on?	I	keep	buying	supplies.	I	love	them.	They’re	so	attractive.	I	almost	want	
to eat them they look so delicious. I don’t want to mess them up. They look so perfect and 
the things I make are so imperfect. If I do a drawing I am so aware of the fact that I’m using 
up a totally beautiful clean white piece of paper. 

All Work and No Play

I love to sew and I have lots of ideas for clothes I want to make, but I was always taught I 
had to get all the work done before I was allowed to play. Since the work is never done, I 
never feel like I’m allowed the time to do something I would enjoy so much.

 This belief has become mental clutter that is blocking joy and creativity. It could be 
helpful for this writer to write an Unsent Letter to those who so strongly transferred that 
belief to her.

Dear Mom and Dad –
I know you had really great intentions, but did you really want to cut me off from so many 
things	that	I	love?	You	taught	me	to	be	really	hard-working	and	that	has	served	me	well,	
but now I want to be more than a workhorse. Life has so much to offer and I don’t want to 
be driven by your fears anymore.

“What’s going on?”
is	an	excellent	question.
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 A follow-up poem or Perspectives write (Adams1990) might project herself into the 
future, envisioning and describing herself really creating the clothing she’s been thinking 
about all these years. She could even use collage or other art materials to express this new 
self she feels herself becoming and then have a written dialogue (interactive conversa-
tion) with that aspect of self.

Using Clutter-Clearing and Journal Writing to Navigate Transitions

I learned early on that teaching about clearing clutter inevitably led me to teach about 
transitions. Boxes of papers from a past career, love letters from a divorced spouse, and 
a schedule full of commitments that no longer feel relevant can all be signs that there are 
goodbyes still needing to be said, and changes that need to be acknowledged. 
 William Bridges, author of Transitions; Making Sense of Life’s Changes (2004), uses the 
word transition to refer to the internal process of disengaging from one stage of life, and 

re-engaging with another. In the past year I’ve 
experienced several major life events: losing 
my mom, helping my dad through a major 
illness, and getting married for the first time at 
age 55. All of these are potentially transforma-
tive experiences. Bridges talks about the three 
stages people need to successfully navigate 
in order to fully travel through the transition 
process to a new chapter.

Endings

 Whether the change is a “positive” one like getting married or a “negative” one 
like my mother dying, every transition process begins with an ending, and that ending 
needs to be acknowledged. Feelings will need to be felt. Goodbyes will need to be said. 
Bridges uses the words disengagement, dismantling, disidentification, and disorientation to 
describe the tasks of this stage. He makes the point that to skip these tasks is to drag 
unfinished business into the new situation. 

The Neutral Zone

 This is often a confusing but fertile in-between time. Things clearly can’t be the 
way they were, but one has no idea what the next chapter of life is going to be like. Who 
am I without my mom? How will being married change me as a person? How will my 
priorities shift? How will I spend my time? What people and activities and objects will 

Every transition
begins with an ending, 
and that ending needs 
to be acknowledged.
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fill my life? It requires openness to new possibilities and some patience with not having 
answers yet.

New Beginnings

 Bridges says, “We forget how indirect and unimpressive most new beginnings 
really are, and we imagine instead some clear conscious steps that we ought to be taking” 
(2004, 158). As I begin to adjust to the new reality of being a married person whose 
mother is no longer alive and whose father is aging, and as it begins to seem more and 
more normal, I may not quite remember how 
I made that adjustment. New Beginnings can 
sometimes sneak up on a person. 
 I have been integrating William Bridges’ 
transition model into my therapy practice 
and my clutter classes for many years. I am 
interested in the way the physical clutter that 
accumulates can hold clues about the Endings 
that are still in need of closure. I have explored how sorting what to keep and what to let 
go can be a way of navigating the confusion of the Neutral Zone. I’ve also focused on the 
way that opening up space can allow in new possibilities and clues about New Beginnings. 
Simple writing prompts can be used at each stage to support the transition process and to 
clarify what clutter might need to be cleared. 
•	 It	is	time	to	let	go	of…
•	 It	is	time	to	keep…
•	 It	is	time	to	make	space	for…
 In the winter quarter of 2013 I taught an eight-week online class through TWI 
called Clearing	Clutter	for	the	New	Year. It included my basic information on clutter and on 
using a journal to clear it. What made this class unique was the emphasis on mindfully 
bringing closure to 2012 in order to open to what 2013 was going to be about for each 
student. It was an opportunity for me to bring together journaling, the transitions model, 
and clutter-clearing. Some topics that came up in our online discussions included:
• Acknowledging mortality and taking responsibility for dealing with one’s own clutter 

so that loved ones would not be burdened
• Clearing clutter to allow for moving into a smaller home in retirement years
• Recognizing that even wonderful pursuits can become clutter when they’ve outlived 

their relevance
• Noting that often we can’t go through the transition process related to a change until 

long after making the change

New Beginnings
can sometimes sneak up 

on a person.
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 When we explored Endings, the students  used a planning sheet to create letting-go 
rituals, with Springboard prompts like:
• What do I need to release at this time? What object(s), beliefs, activities, emotions...?
• What chapter of my life is this linked to?
• What kind of action should be part of the ritual? Writing? Breaking? Burning? Burying? 

Telling? Giving? Creating Something? Building a shrine?
 The students created letting-go rituals both for some theoretical situations I 
suggested and also for their own situations. Often releasing some piece or category of 
clutter was a significant part of the rituals they created. They also experimented with 
various writing techniques to help with good-byes, including writing to an emotionally-
loaded object and having it write back. 
 One Neutral Zone writing process was to alternate using the phrases  “I	know…” 
and “I	don’t	know…” Students reported that doing the I know / I don’t know exercise helped 
them realize there was more that they were clear about than they had thought.
 Throughout the class, while students were learning about transitions and applying 
journal techniques, they were also practicing clearing spaces, letting go of objects, 

creating and dedicating spaces to some activity or 
intention they wanted to invite in. This gave them 
an opportunity to physically ritualize the internal 
shifts and changes. Each time I had them fill out a 
planning sheet that would help them think ahead 
about their next clutter-clearing project, when they 
would address it, and how they could approach it 
in a self-loving way. One student commented that 
even though she resisted filling out the planning 
sheets initially, she found that they really helped, 
and she intended to make it a life practice. All of 

them reported the sense that their journal was a supportive companion; it helped them 
make changes that had been too daunting in the past. As an instructor I appreciated 
how again and again students seemed to surprise themselves with their own insights 
and wisdom, both about how to clear their clutter, and about how best to navigate their 
transition processes.

Conclusion

Over the years I have explored how the act of clearing clutter can be a symbolic ritual 
to help people make internal shifts. I have also been fascinated with the way physical 
and schedule clutter hold clues about mental and emotional “unfinished business.” As 

Students seemed to 
surprise themselves 

with their
insights and 

wisdom.
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I have learned more and more about journal writing and applied that knowledge to 
different types of clutter challenges, I have been struck by the level of empowerment 
and willingness to make real change that I’ve witnessed in so many of my clients and 
students. As a therapist, teacher and facilitator, I have used the writing techniques to 
help people safely explore the unhelpful beliefs, uncomfortable emotions, and unrealized 
dreams underlying the excess baggage they’ve accumulated in their living spaces and 
schedules, and to access tremendous inner resources. Many have reported that writing 
was an essential ingredient in their process of change.
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Carolyn Koehnline, LMHC, CJT believes in the power of simple 
actions, both to navigate life’s ups and downs and to create a life 
worth living. Writing for ten minutes, clearing a cluttered cupboard, 
and sharing the story of a difficult situation are all small steps that 
can have big ripple effects. Carolyn has several specialties that she 
loves to combine in different ways to facilitate growth and change.
 She has been a therapist in private practice for over twenty 
years, mostly assisting adult women navigating transitions. She is also 
a clutter specialist. For the past two decades she has developed a reputation for bringing 
warmth, creativity, humor, practicality and fresh new perspectives to the challenge of 
clearing clutter. She works with individuals and teaches workshops ranging from small 
groups to hundreds of people, weaving in poetry, music and images. Carolyn is also a 
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certified journal therapist and a certified Journal to the Self® instructor. She regularly 
offers classes specifically focused on teaching journaling techniques, but also incorpo-
rates journal writing into her therapy practice and her work with clutter.
 Carolyn has written two books. Confronting	 Your	 Clutter:	 Releasing	 the	 Excess	
Baggage from your Home, Head, Heart, and Schedule is a combination of essays, poems and 
writing exercises. It is designed to increase inspiration and decrease shame and to help 
readers find their own effective way of clearing clutter. The Bear’s Gift, which Carolyn also 
illustrated with 24 original watercolor paintings, is a transformational tale for all ages. 
Both are available through her website: www.ConfrontingClutter.com. Free YouTube 
videos of Carolyn’s clutter songs, a guided visualization to clear clutter, and many articles 
can also be accessed through the website.
 Carolyn offers clutter consultations by phone or Skype and will also be offering 
classes that bring together clutter clearing and journal writing as adjunct faculty of the 
Therapeutic Writing Institute (www.TWInstitute.net). Contact Carolyn by emailing 
carolyn@confrontingclutter.com.

A Note from TWI

The Therapeutic Writing Institute credentials program concludes 
with a capstone project that contributes to the body of knowledge 
and practice in the field of therapeutic writing. This paper is a con-
densation of Carolyn’s 40-page capstone.  We thank her for sharing 
this paper with her colleagues, and we congratulate her on her 
Certified Journal Therapist credential. She has been an outstanding 
student and an exemplary role model for her peers. We welcome 
her to the faculty of the Therapeutic Writing Institute. 
 Kathleen Adams, LPC
 Director, Therapeutic Writing Institute, www.twinstitute.net


